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Esteemed HACIA delegates,
It is my deepest honor to welcome you to HACIA XXVI, the very first of its kind. I am
Emilia Cabrera, your Director of English Committees, and I am incredibly excited to be
your first welcome to this unique conference. I can assure you that our team of English
committee chairs has worked tirelessly to prepare these topics and train hard to lead an
online committee, all to ensure the best caliber of debate for HACIA XXVI.
To first tell you a bit about myself, I was born in Madrid, Spain but grew up in the United
States. I became involved with Model United Nations in high school to further explore my
growing interest in international relations. There, I found a space where I could seriously
engage in some of the world’s most difficult problems and meet other multicultural people
who shared my values despite different backgrounds. I’m also passionate about the power
of language as a tool for bridging differences, which brought me to my interest in Latin
America. At Harvard, I am a senior studying Computer Science and Economics, and have
dedicated my extracurricular time to International Relations through HACIA and Model
UN.
At this year’s HACIA, you will prepare, debate, write, and resolve topics that span not only
different themes – economic, political, and social – but also time itself. In the OAS
Permanent Council, you will get to explore two sides of a dangerous coin, drug trafficking
and human rights violations in prisons. You may get to go back in time and witness – or
tamper with – the writing of Mexico’s Constitution, or ameliorate the dramatic effects of
the 80s debt crisis. If instead you want to look into our future, you can help protect the
Amazon rainforest as it gets further threatened into extinction by 2030. Whatever it is that
ignites your passion, be that health, human rights, or economics, you will find your place in
one of our topics, diligently fighting to make our region and world a better place.
As delegates you will be implored to practice empathy in taking on the views of the
governments and people you’re asked to represent. In adopting the roles of different
countries and people, some of you may be faced with defending positions that go against
your own opinions. Take this as an opportunity to deepen your own understanding of a
topic and learn the rebuttals and defenses that may be employed by the other side. HACIA
is an incredible opportunity to push yourself to grow as a writer and public speaker, but
more importantly as a global citizen and future leader.
This year’s HACIA will serve to challenge you to engage with some of the most pressing
issues of the Americas, and the world beyond. All of this and more you will do in the face
of potentially the most global problem we have ever faced: this international pandemic. Just
as the diplomatic world has been forced to reckon with how international relations can be
preserved and even strengthened without face to face relationships, we must too strive to do
the same thing in HACIA. Despite the physical distance, we believe that a conference of
listening and discussing international problems across a multitude of countries will allow us
to feel just how interconnected these problems are. We’ve also been undergoing extensive
training to ensure our staff is more than prepared to lead online committee sessions, in a
smooth transition from the debate that you may have done in the past. Thank you for
inviting HACIA and its delegates into your countries and your homes.
Sincerely,
Emilia Cabrera
Director of English Committees
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Dear Delegates,

From your
Chairs

Welcome to HACIA XXVI, and to the Mexican Constitutional Convention of 1917! We want
to begin by stating our incredible excitement to welcome all of you at the conference this
coming March, and by reassuring all of you of the incredibly enriching, fun and stimulating
experience that is coming your way. We are sure you will leave HACIA with a long-lasting and
impactful experience in your memory.
Second, a little bit about us. Inés was born and raised in Mexico City. Her parents are both
Spaniards, mom from Barcelona, dad from Madrid (you can imagine the family debates during
soccer season). She grew up in a STEM-focused home environment, my father being a physicist
and my siblings engineers. However, from an early age she was enthralled by social studies, and
making sense of the world around us from a sociological, political, and economical sense. Once
she moved to Austin, Texas in 2015 Inés joined the Model United Nations team at her high
school freshman year, and have been hooked ever since. She enjoys photography, international
travel (If you’re interested in Rustic Pathways or CIEE, don’t hesitate to contact her!),
mentoring, and playing the ukulele. She plans to concentrate in Social Studies with a secondary
eld in Statistics.
Haeun is originally from South Korea, but moved to the U.S. when she was seven, mostly
growing up in Texas. Like Inés, she has always had a profound interest in our society, especially
that which deals with justice for the underserved and marginalized in our world. In high school,
after being exposed to U.S. foreign policy through many Spanish and history classes, she became
very interested in U.S. history of imperialism and neocolonialism in Latin America. To deeper
explore this interest, she is pursuing a joint concentration in Social Studies and Philosophy with
a secondary in Spanish. Outside of intellectual interests, Haeun is an avid musician. She has
been playing the violin her whole life and enjoys listening to and talking about music of all
varieties.
In this committee, you are tasked with the immense responsibility and honor of passing a new
Mexican Constitution after decades of revolution, civil war, and reform which has left this once
prosperous nation in shambles. In this committee, delegates will discuss the merits and setbacks
of the way they should include certain topics in this new legislative document, from land
reform, to the death penalty, to the rights of women, and a multitude of others. Mexico is a
nation replete of unique cultural traditions, heritage and a thirst for revolution and equitable
treatment which has empowered its citizens to better themselves and their nation for centuries.
In this committee, you are asked to continue and build upon this incredible legacy, representing
persons of historical value.
We wish to see a productive, diplomatic and enriching committee. Oftentimes, debate can seem
trivial, repetitive, or purely competitive. But it is and can be so much more than that if delegates
are informed, are willing to make sacrifices, and express their goals clearly. We commend those
with innovative ideas who both speak and listen to all, and also who are not afraid to have a
little fun over the course of conference. We are here to help in any way we can, so please do not
hesitate to reach out with any issues or concerns. We look very forward to meeting all of you this
coming March!
Sincerely,
Inés de la Morena and Hauen Moon
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Introduction
“¡La Constitución ha muerto!” (The constitution has died)
Amidst a revolution-turned-civil-war, 1916 Mexico is echoing with demands for effective succession of
power and an equitable land reform. Several revolutionary groups are laying claim to land and power, each with
its own ideal path towards more equality and rights to the people. In November of 1916, Venustiano Carranza,
de facto President-by-Revolution of Mexico, has convened a constitutional assembly in Santiago de Querétaro.
His ambition is nothing short of consolidating the revolutionary momentum and solidifying the gains of the
revolution, in order to pave the path for continued peace and prosperity in Mexico.
It will be up to this committee’s
delegates to decide how to best
transform all these revolutionary
ideas into a concrete constitutional
document. In this effort, your first
aide will be the previous
Constitution of 1857, progressive
for its time but not without its
The Constituent Congress of 1917.

drawbacks in certain key issues.
Among other important policy

aspects, you will explore and debate the most effective ways towards codifying the much-desired redistribution of
land, establishing working and social rights, and strengthening the government for the years to come. Taking
into account the large number of powerful stakeholders on the losing side of the revolution, both directly and
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indirectly, be prepared for the consequences of your decisions, as they may open battlefronts which may
threaten to derail the country’s progress. There is a lot at stake: the possibility of a new radical constitution, an
improvement in social and civil rights, a changing role of the Catholic Church in Mexican society, among
others. These are all thoughts to take into account as you prepare for this committee.
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About the Committee
Before we dive into the details of the Mexican Constitution of 1917, we would like to share with you our
vision for this historic committee.
This committee will be run as a single-topic historical general assembly. With few exceptions, each
delegate will be representing a constituyente, a delegate of the Mexican Constitutional Assembly. In particular, you
will be called to produce and vote on a very particular type of binding resolution: the new Constitution of
Mexico. In order to pass, this resolution will require a two-thirds majority vote. We believe the two-thirds supermajority will be beneficial for the following two factors. First, we ask all delegates to consider that this new
constitution will have deep and long-lasting effects on the national as well as on the international level. They will
solidify the gains of the ongoing 7-year-old revolution and pave the path to continued future peace and
prosperity, establishing Mexico as a growing regional actor. Second, as this committee will be passing only one
resolution, we want to ensure that this represents the ideas and respects the work of as many delegates as
possible. In the committee, each delegate will have one vote, carrying equal voting power.
In keeping HACIA?s mission of opportunity for growth and self-development, you will have my trust in
charting your own path through this committee. In this spirit, we will be promoting an atmosphere of respect,
cooperation and intercultural understanding. Within the Mexican Constitutional Assembly of 1917, we ask that
you respect your fellow delegates and committee staff. No disrespectful remarks or attitudes will be tolerated
within the committee. The Dias will act appropriately against any transgression of these fundamental
requirements. Remember, we are all gathering together to make this committee an enjoyable as well as
educational simulation, so do not let personal preconceptions or passions undermine your representative
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position as delegates. Thus, as we commit to respecting your needs, we also ask that you respect each other at all
times.
We also hope to promote a sense of cooperation among delegates. We would like nothing more than to
learn from the unique insights of each and every one of you, and for these perspectives to shape the outcome of
your work. That said, we are aware that during the formation of voting blocs and alliances, power imbalances
may form owing to the various levels of conference experience and committee engagement. During this process,
we will be on the lookout for those delegates who reach out to less experienced or more introverted members of
our group and strive to include them and their ideas into a joint resolution. Thus, rather than monopolizing
speaking time and contributions to draft resolution the best delegates will effectively communicate, collaborate,
and unite.
In your preparation for this committee, you are strongly encouraged to deepen your understanding of
the topics of discussion by performing research beyond the scope of this bulletin. Although the bulletin aims to
equip you with the necessary knowledge of the events leading up to the Constitutional Assembly, it is now your
turn to foresee possible opportunities, as well as dangers, for the future of Mexico. In this effort, any research
you perform of Mexican history during the early 20th century can be helpful! We look forward to seeing your
passion and the fruit of your work shine in your meaningful contributions to the discussion and the resolution.
On a lighter note, we always welcome theatrical and confident rhetoric, so we invite you to impress us with your
dramatic ability and creativity!
Finally, we would like to discuss here our expectations for progress in the committee towards a resolution
in committee. Delegates will be expected to thoroughly engage in the spirit of diplomacy by aligning their
interests, negotiating solutions, and forming blocs. Once delegates have submitted initial working papers, they
will then have to go through rounds of negotiation as they merge and start to expand their ideas into concrete
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policy proposals, until they ultimately produce final draft resolutions. As our committee will be operating on the
basis of a two-thirds majority, note that up to two draft resolutions will be entertained. For this reason, delegates
will need to carefully consider their positions as they are merging their working papers into a final resolution.
Please note that these expectations may be updated in the time leading to and during committee and will be
communicated by the Chairs in a timely manner.
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Powers and Aims of the Committee
As we have already established, this committee will be modeling an ad hoc assembly, convened with a
single objective of historical proportions: to produce the new Constitution of Mexico. For these reasons, the
legislative powers of this committee are unlimited, at least in theory: this committee will decide the direction for
the country to take in the pursuit of long-lasting growth and prosperity.
In practice, there are several factors that direct your decisions in interpreting and codifying the expressed
will of the Mexican population over the course of the revolution. As you have already read, and will explore
more thoroughly in the “Situation in Context” section, the main demands of the 1910 Revolution, as
formulated by the populace and the rebels, were effective suffrage and an equitable land reform. Another de facto
guideline for our work will be the Constitution of 1857 which is still well-liked among several of Carranza’s

Carranza with his constitutional advisers.
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supporters. You will get to explore this more in the following section, and it is up to you to decide which parts
need improvement. For specifics on which policy areas will be at the focus of your debates, refer to the section
labeled “Topics for Discussion” later in this background guide.
There is a case to be made on the opposite side as well. The Mexican people may support you more
passionately if you include all their more radical aspirations into the Constitution, but there will come a point
where these demands are unrealistic. In your quest for effective articles and amendments, you will have to
choose your battles. More than a symbol of social change, this new Constitution will be the body of
fundamental principles and established precedents that future governments will use. The Revolution took on
many vested interests at once and succeeded but writing the Constitution is a different story. Be mindful of
the debates that your controversial decisions may spark.
At the end of the day, regardless of the ambitions of idealists on either side of the political spectrum, you
are the ones that decide which approach will most confidently guarantee the sustained progress of Mexico.
Remember, the Civil War is still raging, and the primary objective of this new Constitution is to signal the end
of this bloodshed. You have to get this country back on track and into a trajectory of development and growth
by improving economic and social conditions. The fate of Mexico rests on your shoulders!
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Situation in Context
The first step to begin understanding the Mexican political climate that incited members of this
committee to write the new Constitution is to revisit the previous one. This study has a twofold purpose: first, it
acquaints us with the sociopolitical acquis that you, as delegates, are called to uphold and expand. Second, it
lays the groundwork for new directions, with particular emphasis on the new demands arising from the
revolution.

La Reforma and The Constitution of 1857
Following the end of the Mexican American War, a period of liberal political thought began within the
younger generation of Mexico. Many were frustrated at the United States’ seemingly easy victory and deemed
reform necessary for Mexico to thrive as an independent country heavily dependent on reform. This
opportunity finally arrived with the ousting of conservative president Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna in 1854.
After this event, Mexico entered a period of Liberal Reform – now known as “La Reforma.”
Some of the many goals of “La Reforma” were to remove any remnants of colonialism, decrease the
power of the Catholic Church, see through the separation of church and state, and decrease the power of the
Mexican military. The young liberal politicians behind this movement wanted to ensure that they limited the
power of military and clergymen under the law and established a standard legal framework of justice. Benito
Juarez, minister of justice, did just that with his “Ley Juarez,” which abolished the “fueros”, or special exemptions
and use of military and ecclesiastical courts in civil cases.1

1

“La Reforma.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., https://www.britannica.com/place/Mexico/La-Reforma#ref27362.
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The young reforms called a convention to draft the new constitution, and while it was circulated in early
1857, it did not go into effect until September 17, 1857. However, it would not be until after a Civil War
between liberals and conservatives, now known as the War of the Reform, that the Mexican government was
officially reestablished under the Constitution of 1857.2
For this committee however, we look to the most relevant articles of the 1857 Constitution:3
i.

Citizenship and Nationality
a. Article XXX: The constitution includes a direct definition of what constitutes Mexican
nationality and citizenship.

ii.

Abolition of Slavery, Nobility
a. Article II: Everyone born in the Republic is free and every salve who steps foot on Mexican soil
becomes free.
b. Article XII: No titles of nobility, or special exemptions, exist in the Republic.

iii.

Death Penalty
a. Article XXIII: The death penalty is abolished for political offenses. However, it can be imposed
for high treason and other grave military offenses.

iv.

Prohibition of ecclesiastical real estate
a. Article XXVII: No civil or ecclesiastical corporation can acquire or manage real estate, other
than the buildings directly used to carry-out services by those corporations.

2

Ibid

projects, Contributors to Wikimedia. “Constitution of Mexico (1857).” Wikisource, the Free Online Library, Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., 2 Sept. 2018,
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Constitution_of_Mexico_(1857).
3
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v.

Right to bear arms
a. Article X: Everyone has the right to bear arms, but the law can determine which are prohibited
and correct punishment for those who carry them.

vi.

Freedom of speech
a. Article VII: Freedom of writing and publishing is absolute, and no law or authority can establish
censorship.

There are 127 Articles in the Mexican Constitution of 1857, so while these are important there are plenty of
other topics that they don’t encompass. For example, it should be noted that there is no mention of gender, only
one mention of children, one of education and no mentions of healthcare.
The Mexican Revolution (1910– ongoing)
In order to inform a well-rounded understanding of the circumstances that led to the new Mexican
Constitution along with the needs and demands of the Mexican population at the time, we begin our historical
overview with Porfirio Diaz’s presidency, a few decades after the 1857 Constitution. That period is characterized
by strong tensions between the progressive ideals dictated by the Constitution and the political conservatism that
Diaz ushered.

The beginning: Insurrection against Porfirio Diaz’s presidency (1876-1911)
Porfirio Diaz was a veteran of the War of the Reform, in which he had fought alongside the liberals and
against French intervention. Originally from a humble background, he gained popularity as a strong general in
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the war and was able to congregate a significant amount of liberal support that allowed him to be elected
President in 1877.4
Throughout his presidency, Díaz was constantly surrounded and advised by “científicos” or intellectuals
who studied social problems through empirical analysis. These individuals put a great emphasis on economic
development and foreign investment in order to
ensure social progress. Additionally, Diaz’s methods
were repressive and could be seen in one of his
political slogans: “Pan o Palo” which translates into
“Bread or the stick.” Diaz made it clear that his
policies would ensure livelihood but resistance to
them would lead to punishment. The majority of
decisions made during his presidency were also
autocratic. Diaz worked side by side with the church
and the army – two things that went completely
against the political liberal political thought of La
Reforma.
All of Diaz’s actions led to a growing and
prospering urban and rural proletariat while those

Later-day Porfirio Diaz.

most in need in Mexican society were ignored. Wages for workers were extremely low, there were no protections
for laborers, and access to education was reserved for the wealthiest of society. There were even human rights
violations committed by the Diaz administration, as individuals were shipped as cheap labor to plantations in
parts of Mexico.
4Ibid
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Revolutionary leaders including Venustiano Carranza (#3) Francisco I. Madero (#5) & Francisco Villa (#10).

Ultimately, Diaz’s popularity heavily declined. After decades of deteriorating living conditions and civil
repression for the working class, resentment for Mexico’s “upper class” was at an all-time high. In 1906, a
manifesto that called for radical reform was circulated around the country and soon two main opposition groups
emerged. One of these groups was led by Francisco Madero. Madero organized democratic clubs opposed to
Diaz’s re-election in 1910. Madero and his allies were ultimately jailed by Diaz, but he is credited to have
sparked the revolution in Mexico that put an end to Porfirio Diaz’s 31-year rule.

The agrarian revolt and political change: Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata (1910-1911)
Madero sparked revolution throughout Mexico. In the North of the country, it was led by Pancho Villa
and in the Southern State of Morelos, it was led by Emiliano Zapata. Pancho Villa was a successful soldier and
organizer; his knowledge of the land and the people in the North of Mexico allowed him to train and lead
soldiers under his command towards successful revolt. Emiliano Zapata was the central leader of the agrarian
revolt in Morelos and formed the Liberation Army of the South, or the “Zapatistas” who were committed to
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land reform in Mexico. The Zapatistas were one of the main contributors to the fall of Porfirio Diaz. Once
Madero became President, however, he denied the Zapatistas and failed to implement the reforms that they
demanded. Zapata retaliated but Madero sent an army after him.5 In return, Zapata wrote the Plan de Ayala that
outlined the Zapata philosophy and aimed to draw support from other groups around the country.6 The Plan
denounced Madero as President, called for all land stolen under Diaz to be restored, and asked for further land
redistribution. The Plan de Ayala was also a response to Madero’s Plan de San Luis.

The moderate and the dictatorship: Francisco Madero and Victoriano Huerta
Madero won the presidency in 1911, but his government would only last 15 years due to political
opposition. Conservative Porfirians had been able to organize themselves and refused to pass many of Madero’s
reforms.7 Additionally, more liberal individuals felt that Madero was too placatory to the Porfirians – the Plan de
Ayala being a result. Ultimately, after a series of failed revolts, Victoriano Huerta, the then chief of staff of the
army, joined the rebels, and overthrew Madero. Huerta then ordered Madero shot, dissolved the legislature, and
established a military dictatorship.8 Huerta was ineffective and extremely oppressive. He soon found opponents
in alliance such as Pancho Villa, Venustiano Carranza, and Emiliano Zapata. Venustiano Carranza refused to
acknowledge Huerta as president and started the Constitutionalist Revolution. Ultimately, with the help of U.S.

5

WOMACK, John, and Emiliano Zapata. Zapata and the Mexican Revolution. (Fifth Printing.). Alfred A. Knopf, 1970.

Minster, Christopher. “What Was the Plan of Ayala?” ThoughtCo, ThoughtCo, 12 Apr. 2019, https://www.thoughtco.com/emiliano-zapata-andplan-of-ayala-2136675.
6

“The Mexican Revolution and Its Aftermath, 1910–40.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., https://www.britannica.com/place/
Mexico/The-Mexican-Revolution-and-its-aftermath-1910-40.
7

Britannica, The Editors of Encyclopaedia. “Victoriano Huerta.” Encyclopædia Britannica, Encyclopædia Britannica, Inc., https://
www.britannica.com/biography/Victoriano-Huerta.
8
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forces sent by President Woodrow Wilson, Huerta was defeated by constitutionalist powers and resigned on July
15, 1914.9

The First Draft: Carranza’s attempt (December 1916)
After Huerta’s reign in 1914, Venustiano Carranza slowly started climbing the political ladder.
Venustiano Carranza’s political and military dominance was well-established by 1915, but it was not absolute.
Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata opposed his provisional government following Huerta and pushed for
immediate reforms. However, ultimately, Carranza was successful and secured his position as provisional
president. Carranza called for a constituent congress to update the 1857 Constitution. With the constitutional
assembly officially convened and the delegates working to produce an all-encompassing new Constitution,
Carranza and his advisers presented a draft on December 1, 1916.10 The delegates did not accept this draft,
considering it a “simple rewording and reorganization of the Constitution of 1857,” which “reflected little of
the turmoil that had been going on for the past years.”

9

Ibid

10

Cumberland C., Mexican Revolution, The Constitutionalist Years: A study of Mexico during 1913-1920 (University of Texas Press, 1972)
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Topics for Discussion
The demands of the revolution
The initial objective of the Mexican Revolution was to overthrow Porfirio Diaz. However, after years of
turmoil and violence, this initial mission morphed into something greater. The 1917 Constitution was a chance
for a complete overhaul of the current economic and sociopolitical system in Mexico. Many leaders of the
revolutionary movement were not convinced by the 1857 Constitution and believed that it was created with the
objectives of selfish and power-hungry politicians in mind. They believed that its contents had led to a country
dominated by a “self-constituted oligarchy” – the 1917 Constitution aimed to fight against this legacy in
Mexico.11

Mexican revolutionary art.
Branch, Hilarion Noel. The Mexican Constitution of 1917 Compared with the Constitution of 1857. American Chamber of Commerce of Mexico S.C.L.,
1927.
11
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Foreign Investment
Massive foreign investment in Mexico during Porfirio Diaz’s Presidency fueled the rapid growth of the
Mexican economy. This was largely due to Diaz’s close advisors, the cientificos, who saw economic development
and foreign investment as a means to modernize, industrialize and grow the Mexican economy. This massive
influx of foreign investment and foreign entrepreneurs was welcomed with enthusiasm because of the
relationships between the native elite and foreign entrepreneurs.12
The relationship between the native elites and foreign entrepreneurs was successful because of the social,
economic, and political setting. The native elite in Mexico controlled a majority of the government and owned a
great portion of lands and mines, which ultimately determined whether a venture was a success or failure.
Additionally, the native elite permitted foreigners to develop Mexico’s resources and participate in a good
portion of economic activities because it aligned with the ideology of the cientificos and it allowed them to amass
wealth and thus the continuance of their privileged lifestyle. By 1910, there had been over a billion dollars of
investment from foreigners in railroads, mines, and other purchases. Many of these foreign investors received tax
exemptions when purchasing land and some were even given a helping hand when it came to operations.13

The Land Crisis
While Porfirio Diaz led to a massive economic shift in Mexico, the majority of the Mexico continued to
be a rural and agrarian society. Around 80% of the population lived in communities of less than 5,000 people
and around 70 percent of those populations dedicated themselves to agriculture. The question of land was
already contentious prior to Diaz’s regime; however, it would only continue to intensify throughout his time as

12

Wasserman, M. (1979). Foreign Investment in Mexico, 1876-1910: A Case Study of the Role of Regional Elites. The Americas, 36(1), 3-21.

13

Ibid
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president. During his presidency, 39 million hectares of untitled land were turned into private property. Much of
this land was usually concentrated in the hands of a few wealthy individuals and the rest was used for foreign
interests.14

Emiliano Zapata (left), Felipe Carrillo Puerto (center), José Guadalupe Rodríquez (right) behind banner featuring the
Zapatista slogan, Tierra y Libertad (Land and Liberty).

Land Expropriations
Diaz’s shift towards a more industrialized Mexico, with the establishment of railroads, led to a certain
kind of land boom in rural areas. A law was passed in 1883 that allowed for easy acquisition of unoccupied and
unused lands in rural Mexico. The law stated that any company that surveyed and settled lands was entitled to
Easterling, Stuart. “Mexico's Revolution 1910–1920.” Mexico's Revolution 1910–1920 | International Socialist Review, https://isreview.org/issue/74/
mexicos-revolution-1910-1920.
14
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one third of them and had the right to purchase the remaining two thirds of the land at extremely low prices.
This “colonization law” as it is known ultimately led to 20 percent of land area in Mexico to be under the
ownership of land companies. What was more troubling was that the only thing that could stop this deal was an
official title of ownership. However, many small villages did not have these land titles and even when they did,
they would be easily invalidated and ignored by the landlord’s attorneys in court. These lands, many times
including woodlands, water sources, mule paths, and pasture, were crucial for villages’ survival. At times the new
landowners would put up wire, dam rivers, and starve out entire villages.15
Furthermore, Diaz strictly enforced corporate land ownership included in the 1857 constitution. Villages
were forced to give land titles to individuals who could easily bully and influence them. For example, it was not
uncommon that poor individuals would easily trade their new land title in exchange for a bottle of liquor or
some other small commodity. Through processes like these, entire villages were taken over by companies,
wealthy investors, and landowners. Individuals could own one to two million hectares of land at a time.
Haciendas, large estates or plantations, flourished during the Porfiriato and often encompassed entire towns.
One hacienda in the Mexican state of Hidalgo encompassed 22 villages. Soon, haciendas would become the
only reliable source of land or employment for many of these villagers that at one point in time had fully owned
and administered these lands themselves.

Landlessness under Porfirio Díaz: The Hacienda
In 1910, almost half of all rural Mexicans were living or working on haciendas throughout the country.
A large portion of what used to be communal lands, were now non-existent and individuals who used to be
villagers were now renters, sharecroppers, and day laborers who were subject to the terms and conditions set by

15

“Mexico's Agrarian Reform: A Crisis.” APF, https://aliciapatterson.org/stories/mexico’s-agrarian-reform-crisis.
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their hacenderos – or landowners.16 Others ex-villagers also now became servants and laborers directly to the
hacienda, which meant that they were solely dependent on them for their survival. According to a 1910 census,
11.8 million out of 15.2 million people lived in rural areas in Mexico, and the majority of the 69,500
communities in which they lived in were contained within haciendas. These individuals who worked on the
haciendas worked for miserable pay, at times working for a daily wage of dos reales, (USD 25 cents), or tres reales,
(USD 37.5 cents).17
The Hacienda system worked this way: in exchange for labor, personal services, and loyalty, workers
would in turn receive the minimal pay mentioned above, a small plot of land, and a roof over their head. There
were specific instances in which they would not even be paid in pesos, but rather “scrip.” Scrip could only be
used to purchase goods at “la tienda de raya” which was the hacenderos’ store on his hacienda.18 This system
reinforced dependency on wealthy landowners and did not allow workers to escape the hacienda system. The
terms and conditions under which laborers worked on the haciendas were also miserable. Laborers were subject
to beatings, whippings, and were constantly threatened with the thought that they would be evicted from the
hacienda – their only livelihood.
The lives of laborers on the haciendas were also inconsistent. The hacenderos would frequently switch
from requiring crops as payment, to labor, and sometimes even cash. Contracts between the workers and the
hacenderos were constantly revised, the small plot of land they owned shrunk, and demands heightened.
Hacenderos did whatever they had to do to ensure that they continued to reap massive profits, while their
laborers were underpaid. What was worse was that laborers could not escape these unpredictable and crummy
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conditions; they were bound to the land. Additionally, hacenderos used both a mixed system of paternalism and
peonage to ensure that their labor supply would not leave. Many hacenderos would frequently give out clothes,
and candy to their workers when they arrived. They would also host weddings, birthdays, and christenings.
Whatever debts were incurred did not end with an individual laborer, rather, debts were passed on to their
children. This ensured that there was a constant influx of labor on the hacienda and ensured prosperity for its
owner.
The amount of land seizure and the unjust system set up by the expansion of haciendas all over the
country were of little importance to Mexico’s rulers at the time. While most individuals took part in the
hacienda system, there were still those that had been able to hold onto some land and resisted and resented the
system.

The Working Class
The rapid economic development driven by the large amount of foreign investment in Mexico led to the
country’s first industrial working class. The demand for labor to keep up with the increasing number of
railroads, mines, and factories led to a considerable supply of workers. For example, by 1910, railroad workers
were in the tens of thousands, whereas before they were almost non-existent. The working class was also
expanded due to the shift of mass consumer goods, like soap, candles, meat, baked goods, to small-scale factory
production.19
While expansion took place quickly, the majority of production in Mexico was still based on artisanal
labor. This meant that labor organizations were focused mostly on mutual aid, self-improvement, and the
formation of cooperatives. Sadly, however, conditions for all workers were very poor. Mexican workers worked
19
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12 to 16-hour work days with minimal pay. These workers earned more than individuals in haciendas, but their
conditions were not that different. Workers were also subject to the same payment of “scrip” where part of their
wages could only be spent at “la tienda de raya.” This meant that they had to purchase usually over-priced goods
from their boss’ store – which only made their boss wealthier and reduced workers’ agency.

Female revolutionaries.

Like individuals who worked at haciendas, industrial workers also lived inconsistent lives. Their wages
could be quickly diminished if they were “fined” by managers in factories for breaking workplace regulations, or
for other, often arbitrary reasons. The jobs that these individuals took on were neither easy nor safe. For miners,
specifically, their jobs were extremely dangerous and there was barely any compensation in case of injury or
death. They also lacked protections, social security, and loved ones barely received any support in case of
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death.20 These conditions were exacerbated by the soaring prices of food staples: the price of beans increased
six-fold and corn increased three-fold.21
The living conditions of industrial workers made the difference between those with means and those
without them very clear. Workers who were not able to live in company towns had to move to squalid cities.
With a growing working class, coupled with individuals from rural areas moving to cities, there was a rapid
creation of urban slums throughout the country. These slums lacked running water, plumbing, and garbage
disposals. These conditions created a haven for the development of diseases like typhus. Threats to human life
included not only these diseases, but also increases in violence. In Mexico City, the rate of murder doubled, and
the rate of robberies tripled from what it was ten years prior. At one point, a Mexican newspaper, “El País,”
called Mexico City a “center of sickness and death”22. These overall conditions for the working class led to
strikes from individuals in all industries: tobacco, textiles, railroads, and mines. Once again, however, the
government paid little attention to these conditions.

The Roman Catholic Church
There had been anti-clerical laws implemented during “La Reforma” in the mid 1800’s in Mexico.
Many of these laws strongly limited the power of the Catholic Church. One of them restricted ecclesiastical
courts and another forced the church to sell its real estate. While these anti-clerical laws remained in place when
Porfirio Diaz came to power, they weren’t necessarily enforced. In fact, Porfirio Diaz adopted a “conciliation
policy” towards the Catholic Church, which allowed it to regain significant power and influence in Mexico.23 A
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significant portion of public services, such as hospitals and schools, as well as large amounts land throughout
Mexico belonged to the Catholic Church. This enabled the church to restrict access to public services and
natural resources.
In addition to economic power through its many land holdings, the Church had substantial social power.
The Catholic Church helped maintain a society that was controlled by a closed, ruling elite, with a rigid casteclass system.24 This was possible due to the strong influence of the Clergy, a group of people who are ordained
for religious duties, in Mexico. They were very influential in promoting specific civil responsibilities and could
influence policy and decision making throughout Mexico.

Education
During Porfirio Diaz’s rule, education was limited to the bourgeoise and the wealthy. While Diaz did
make a small effort to improve the educational system in Mexico, it was not successful in disseminating it to the
masses. In 1910, 70% of Mexico’s population was illiterate.25 Education continued to be reserved for those at
the top of society. Furthermore, during this period, even if education was accessible to poorer populations,
many of them did not take advantage of it because young boys and girls were needed back at home to work.
Education was not adequately promoted and at times could also be costly. This meant that young children from
working- or lower-class backgrounds did not have access to education. Therefore, a large portion of Mexican
youth did not learn how to read or write, which maintained social and economic divides between those at the
top and those at the bottom of the income distribution. Due to the hacienda system, many populations of such
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as mestizos and indigenous individuals did not even have remote access to education – once again limiting who
was educated in the early 20th century in Mexico.26
It is also important to study the type of education that was offered during this period in Mexico. The
majority of schools available in Mexico were Catholic schools, again showing how powerful and influential the
Catholic Church was during this period. The large presence of Catholic Schools meant that there was very
limited separation between church and state. The clergy and the Catholic Church had massive influence over
what the already limited population of students in school was learning. Through education, the Catholic
Church was able to once again amass power and influence in Mexico.27
In short, early 20th century Mexico had amassed a multitude of social, political, economic and cultural
challenges from previous conflict and called for a massive restructuring of its society and the people that formed
it. The Mexican Constitution in place is proving to be inadequate to solve the many land expropriation,
landlessness, inequality, and religious interference in politics issues happening at the time. In this committee,
amidst the chaos of the Mexican Revolution, Carranza, Zapata, Pancho Villa, Obregon, and many others must
come together cohesively to determine the future of the nation, by addressing the many issues at hand. For more
guidance on how this can be accomplished, the following three sections (Questions a Resolution Must Answer,
Bloc Positions, and Position Papers) will explain in detail what you can do as a delegate to prepare, innovate, and
thrive.
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Bloc Positions: Mexican Politics leading
to the Constitution (1910-1917)
It is important to note that blocs during committee discussions will be much more fluid than in other
committees you may be familiar with, because of the high stakes of the topic being discussed. As we have
already highlighted, principled concessions and compromise solutions are encouraged in the interest of a large
majority. More generally, while you may find a key ally within one bloc regarding one topic, you may take a
competing stance on another. We encourage you to take factors like this into consideration when joining a bloc.
Moreover, for you to gain a more sophisticated appreciation of the complex Mexican political scene at the time
of the Constitutional convention, we are also charting the motivations and actions of some additional important
factors that may play a role in your deliberations; these can be considered the main stakeholders28 in the
political revolution.

Last attempt at an alliance: The Convention of Aguascalientes
Succeeding Huerta in power after the latter’s defeat, Carranza called for a convention alongside the
other three leaders of the revolution, who played the largest role in Huerta’s defeat: Zapata, Villa, and Álvaro
Obregón. There, the rift between Carranza and Villa/Zapata, grew wider; Carranza was a calculating
politician, while Villa and Zapata were popular heroes. Of course, no-one’s political positions are onedimensional, and you are still free to explore possibilities of reconciliation; but the previous Carranza-Villa
alliance was tenuous at best, with Zapata questioning Carranza’s authority. Obregón, on the other hand,

Note: stakeholders will depend on representation. As remarked in https://www.loc.gov/exhibits/mexican-revolution-and-the-unitedstates/constitution-of-1917.html, most attendees at the Querétaro convention had college education and little involvement in the revolution, and had
mostly similar views on the Constitution. However, the committee will allow a much wider range of ideas and viewpoints by also having delegates
represent the other factions. As Mexico is still at war, this is still a very important time to forge alliances and seek compromise solutions.
28
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eventually joined forces with Carranza on the basis
of a more gradual push for progress that prioritized
compromise solutions culminating in a Constitution,
and went on to lead the Constitutionalist army
against Villa and Zapata, leading up to the
Constitutional Convention. There is an important
takeaway here for understanding the dynamics
between the factions: political aspirations aside,
Carranza’s group is most ardently committed to
uniting all forces towards a strong Mexico – one led
by Carranza himself, no less. Likewise, Villa and
Zapata also came closer to an understanding after
the convention, agreeing on their more radical,
The rebel leader, Pancho Villa.

immediate demands for social justice and
redistribution. Upon their pact, they came to be

called the Conventionists.

Carranza: The Constitutionalists
Currently the strongest actor in terms of territory and military power, Carranza brings together a
heterogeneous collection of moderates, liberals, and conservative revolutionaries, united in their aspiration to
lead Mexico. For Carranza’s group, the Constitution will be the ratification of a social revolution which will
aspire to unite all of Mexico, doing away with the ongoing civil war and the struggles for power. Hailing from a
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rich, landowning family, Carranza –like many of his supporters– is significantly more conservative than Villa
and Zapata, especially on issues such as social mobility, land tenure, and foreign investment.29 Carranza’s closer
allies are politicians who, like himself, rose to prominence within the Porfiriato but became disillusioned due to
their exclusion from power; for many, this is the time to rise even higher.
Following the convention of Aguascalientes,
Carranza realized that the Villa-Zapata coalition was a
major contender for power, significantly strengthened by
overwhelming popular support thanks to their cry for
social reform and land redistribution. Pressed to turn the
tide of popular sentiment towards him, Carranza also
issued decrees in 1915 detailing some reforms, mostly
agrarian.30 However, the subsequent victories of his armies
against Villa and Zapata have given him a significant edge,
possibly enough to afford him to possibly renege on his
socially progressive commitments in favor of his
ideologically closer support of foreign investment- of
course, with the danger of disenfranchising Mexican

The Constitutionalist, Venustiano Carranza.

people.
As hinted in his 1913 revolutionary manifesto, Plan de Guadalupe, Carranza chiefly intends to restore and
enforce the Constitution of 1857, attempting to avoid social reform – unlike Madero’s Plan of San Luis de Potosí.31
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Carranza would be most satisfied with a new Constitution that ratifies the Revolution in theory more so than in
ideology, having small departures from the previous one.32 However, the overwhelming rejection of Carranza’s
first draft by the constituyentes in favor of more radical ideas sets up a fairly enabling framework for you as
delegates: you may either insist on a more conservative, liberal (in the sense of Mexican Liberalism, explained
below) approach, or pursue more radical articles catering to the needs of the common folk. Besides, as
highlighted above, Carranza’s main concern is to legitimize the Revolution and the new Mexican State, by being
the one in charge when the dust settles. Carranza and his colleagues chiefly want “a Constitution, the
hypothetical contents of which could be later reviewed, rewritten and ignored.”33
Finally, it should be mentioned that Carranza is a fervent opponent of the Church. Ideologically, this
opposition stems from a Constitutionalist desire to uphold and enforce the 1857 Constitution, which already
outlined a significant separation of Church and State; Carranza additionally wants the subordination of the
former to the latter.34 More concretely, Carranza desires to weaken the Church because his side has accused
clergy of bankrolling his enemies, supported by the vast accumulation of wealth and estate in the church.
However, he would prioritize “surgical hits” at clerical power, wanting to ensure that the Mexican populace is
not disenfranchised in the reform process. Quoting Carranza:
The customs of a people do not change overnight; for a people to stop being Catholic, the triumph of the Revolution is not
sufficient; the Mexican people will continue to be just as ignorant, superstitious and attached to their ancient customs until
one educates them.35
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This quote highlights another facet of Carranza’s enmity against the clergy: the matter of education,
actively pursued by the Church through religious schools and outreach. Carranza, already having made large
investments in education during his time as governor of Coahuila, is a strong supporter of secular schools, and
will certainly seek to limit any attempts at religious influence.

Liberalism in Mexico
In order to get a better grasp of the political environment at the time, it is important to revisit the state
of Liberalism in Mexico. The prevailing ideology among the educated upper middle class, liberalism is amply
represented in the Constitutional Convention by Carranza’s advisors and delegates- in sharp contrast to Villa’s
and Zapata’s more radical views.
Mexican liberals mostly formed their ideology by adapting and developing previous ideas by European
thinkers, having as their ultimate goal the formation of a modernized Mexican state with a dynamic economy.
They prioritized open access to education and welcomed foreign capital, simultaneously eyeing Church
properties and indigenous land.36 Unlike their European counterparts, they did not significantly oppose the
concentration of executive power, rather appearing to welcome strong governments that border on autocracy.
All these economic and political ideas were largely exemplified by Diaz: during his presidency, foreign
capital flooded into the country and extensive infrastructure modernizations took place, gaining him the support
of the wealthier classes of Mexico. Over time, power started to be concentrated in the hands of an elite that was
only weakened by the economic downturn in 1907. Besides, even Madero came from a wealthy family of
landowners and industrialists; despite his great concern for the common folk of Mexico, Madero’s politics
occupied a moderate position in the spectrum. In this sense, it is only Obregón, Zapata, and Villa whose goals
36
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chiefly align with social equality and improvement of living conditions for the poorer classes; each of these
factions goes about it in its own way.
On the other hand, even “hardliner” liberals have significant ideological overlap with their more radical
counterparts on important issues, such as the limitation of Church Power; influenced by the ideas of spiritual
liberation of the French Revolution, liberals were largely anticlerical. In fact, their strong concern with land
ownership by the Church can be expressed in free market terms: with its ownership of about one-third of the
land and its control over a large part of schools, hospitals, and charities, the Roman Catholic Church was
essentially a state within the Mexican state. For this reason, Liberals could look very favourably upon a decisive
limitation of Church power, as long as there are sufficient measures in place to cushion the inevitable turmoil
that will erupt.

Obregón: The leftist peacemaker
A military man rather than a politician, Álvaro Obregón quickly rose through the ranks of the Mexican
military by supporting Madero’s presidency. Obregón furthered his military – and political – career through his
military expertise and by brokering alliances across the aisle. In fact, it was Obregón who moved to break the
stalemate of disagreements between military leaders, by calling for the 1914 Convention of Aguascalientes
discussed previously.
Having several military successes against the Conventionists, Obregón moved concurrently with the
beginning of the Constitutional convention to form the Partido Liberal Constitucionalista (PLC) along with other
high-ranking military leaders, in order to solidify their political ideas into a clear platform. This step was but the
consolidation of the leftist expansion that Obregón started, aiming to incorporate a wider share of the urban
proletariat into the decision-making Constitutionalist process. Indeed, he had already begun by signing
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agreements with the Casa del Obrero Mundial in 1915 and
tapping into their anarcho-syndicalist and labor
connections, even having them join the Constitutionalist
armies. Even when relations between organized labor and
Carranza began to sour – culminating in the forced
disbandment of the Casa del Obrero Mundial ordered by
Carranza and carried out by the police – Obregón fought to
defend the right to strike.37
In terms of the Church, Obregón is the one who most
passionately champions anticlericalism. He resents the
political dominance of the Church for its harm done on the
poorer classes, including its staunch support of Huerta’s
dictatorship, which Obregón vehemently opposed. Besides,
The leftist General, Álvaro Obregón

Obregón has already taken major steps against the Church
in his capacity as General of the Constitutionalist forces, ranging from imprisoning clerics for opposing the
revolution and taxing Church property to alleviate the suffering of poorer Mexicans. Obregón also aimed to
limit the power and influence of the wealthier classes of Mexico in addition to established foreign landowners,
for the same reason.
Given Obregón’s more progressive social ideas, it comes as no surprise that a rift has began to form
between him and First Chief Carranza over political disagreements. For this reason, Obregón has been making
an active effort to install the leftist and radical delegates that he supports over Carranza’s favored conservative
liberals during the workings of the Assembly.
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Zapata: Revolution for Land Reform
Under his battle cry Tierra y Libertad (Land and
Freedom), Zapata rallied the peons, who had been
severely mistreated under the Hacienda system. He
rallied the support of Native American tribes, which
had suffered during Diaz’s presidency, seeing their lands
seized and exploited by foreign interests.38 Many of
Zapata’s supporters would either directly join his forces
as ir regular militia, or actively inhibit the
Constitutionalists’ efforts to resupply and settle in
occupied cities, which would rebel and reject Carranza
as an outsider.
Although Zapata’s objectives and ideals were
not as explicitly formulated as Carranza’s, he did
produce a roadmap for action, the Plan de Ayala
(referenced above), outlining the post-revolutionary

The guerilla, Emiliano Zapata.

redistribution of land, from landlords to ordinary
citizens, through the installation of tribunals and the nationalization of land under foreign ownership. Zapata
asserted that the Mexican state should limit the economic and political power of foreign elites not only through
general laws, but also by concretely prohibiting foreign ownership of the majority of Mexican soil. For this
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reason, the Zapatista movement is the most ideologically coherent amongst the Conventionist forces, possessing
an aspect of landowning collective with shared objectives and revolutionary history.
At this point in time, Zapata’s position is weakened following defeats in battle against Obregón’s
Constitutionalist forces. However, he is still an important actor, counting on the unwavering support of several
Mexican “common folk” and his stronghold in the state of Morelos, in the South of Mexico.

Pancho Villa: Revolution for Popular Justice
Pancho Villa’s stronghold is the fortified northern city of Chihuahua, forming the second pillar of the
North-South Conventionist axis (along with Zapata). His guerrilla forces are mostly made up of people from
poor and moderate backgrounds, reunited under his cry for popular justice, and commonly foraging for
resources or confiscating them from wealthy hacendados.39 Villa represents the aspirations of the common people
of northern Mexico, their desire to be free to rule their own society, and to work and be educated so they can
improve their lives. Always supporting vague ideas of land and educational reform, Villa embodies a regional
patriotism which expresses itself through the revolution. The poorer classes that had been wronged during the
Porfiriato now come to form the backbone of the Villa’s army. On the other hand, the heterogeneity of Villa’s
army fundamentally stems from his ability to connect with the disenfranchised classes as well as from his lack of
a unified, concrete vision for the revolutionary transformation of Mexico that his camp desires. As a result, each
sizeable faction of his army is trying to promote its own objectives and priorities.
Indeed, it would be extremely hard for Villa to arrive at a broader, more far-reaching vision
encompassing the future of the entire country, rather than only the wronged peasants he identifies with. Even
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after capturing Mexico City alongside Zapata in 1914, Villa preferred the political sidelines in his northern
stronghold, rather than becoming an active legislator. Villa's and Zapata's regionalism has played a large role in
their inability to defeat Carranza and his national vision.
At this point in time, Villa is trying to recover his footing with the support of peasant groups, after a
series of military losses against Obregón which devastated the large majority of his army. In particular, the
decisive defeat in the 1915 Battle of Celaya eliminated a large portion of this army, forcing him to return to
banditry and guerrilla war as his main resource at this stage while defending his stronghold in Chihuahua and
reorganizing his forces.
Although Villa had initially made several allies and friendly investors in the U.S. from his previous
alliance with Carranza and through trade deals and exports, he is currently one the U.S.’ top targets in Mexico,
with a task force dispatched to capture him.40 The reason for this are his invasions on American territory,
beginning with Columbus, New Mexico in 1916, following the shift in U.S. support towards Carranza.

American political cartoon following Villa’s attack on Columbus.
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The Roman Catholic Church
Given the ubiquitous presence of the Church all throughout Mexican history, it is natural that the matter
of limiting Church power be among the most contentious. This issue’s importance stems from the fact that
much of the Mexican populace is highly religious (98% of the people are Catholic).41 Even staunch rivals of
Church power would hesitate to confront it, for fear of popular uprisings if reforms hinder the Mexican’s
religious practice. If anything, ambitious legislators who would take measures against the Church should stress
the difference between religion and clericalism, as well as respect the general sentiment of the Mexican people.
Even before the Revolution, the State had difficulty in curtailing religious influence, and not for lack of trying:
when the Liberals came to power in 1857 and began implementing anticlerical legislation, the backlash from
Conservatives led to a coup and subsequently a civil war (Reform War, 1857-1860) with long-lasting political
sequences. Díaz himself famously stated that:
“Persecution of the Church, whether or not the clergy enters into the matter, means war, and such a war, the Government can
win it only against its own people through the humiliating, despotic, costly and dangerous support of the United States.
Without its religion, Mexico is irretrievably lost”42
This is a mentality that the more diplomatic Carranza largely seems to espouse, as well.43 Aside from
directly engaging with the Church, it is also important to identify additional sources of influence that enable the
Church to maintain its expansive reach. The most prominent such area is education, where the Church has
regained significant ground, despite the 1857-1862 period of anticlerical, liberal Reforma. This restoration of the
Roman Catholic Church during the Porfiriato began with increasingly closer relations between State and
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Church, and was noticeably formalized with agreements in 1905. Thus, the Church came to provide a
significant alternative, especially relevant in comparison to the oft-criticized “inadequate, under-funded public
education system.”44
At this point in time, the position of the Church as an institution is severely compromised in the eyes of
the revolutionaries and Mexican people, because the Church withdrew its support of Madero following his
reforms, and instead backed Huerta’s military reaction as the “restoration of order.”45 It’s important to
understand that ever since the 1859 Reforms, the Church has no longer been just another opaque institution
primarily focused on consolidating its power. Indeed, after the active effort by the State to limit the power of the
Church, the Church began expanding its charitable network in rural areas, remobilizing clergy, and even
addressing social problems in Mexico and workers’ rights.46 Thus, even the Church might look favorably upon
novel ideas in the Constitution, but would still react aggressively to attempts at curtailing its influence.

Foreign investors/ interests
The Mexican Revolution attracted widespread international attention due to the large influx of foreign
influx into Mexico during the Porfiriato. In fact, the Revolution was looked upon negatively by many foreign
landowners who no longer had a foreign capital-welcoming president to rely on for their safety and success.
Many newspapers in the U.S. published daily articles about the revolution, including details about where specific
revolutionaries were and their plans.47 As has been made clear in the previous sections regarding the recent
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history of Mexico leading up to the revolution, foreign presence has impacted Mexican politics through various
agents and in diverse ways. Thus, it is almost impossible to discuss them in a homogeneous way; their interests
and favors vary widely depending on the time period and the country of origin. However, we get a better
intuition of how each faction behaves by looking at how these interact; for a more detailed study of the power
balance, refer to Skirius’ “Railroad, Oil and Other Foreign Interests in the Mexican Revolution, 1911-1914”.48
Evidently, the most significant divide between foreign companies was in terms of European against U.S. blocs,
with the sequence of presidents indirectly finding themselves caught in the crossfire of this fierce trading
competition. The latter years of Díaz’s presidency were marked by a backlash of agents with American interests
against what they considered favoritism towards Europe. By and large, these agents even spearheaded negative
news coverage of his long tenure, which was broadcasted to the international community as well as to the
Mexican people.49 Likewise, there is some evidence of US support towards the Madero presidency, as well of
British support for Victoriano Huerta’s coup;50 the latter was also evidenced by Huerta’s alliance with British
interests referenced above. Perhaps unsurprisingly, several U.S. magnates also initially supported Huerta’s
government, viewing it as a possible source of stability within the Mexican turmoil.51
The situation has become greatly complicated since the 1914 U.S. invasion in Veracruz. Although the
invasion eventually ended up aligning with Carranza’s goals, it caused great upheaval from all revolutionary
groups, as well as the Mexican people and the greater Latin America. Following the established trend of
supporting stability, the U.S. eventually removed its troops from Veracruz and placed its support behind
Carranza’s claim to power, generally extending bilateral diplomatic relationships but without completely
Skirius J., Railroad, Oil and Other Foreign Interests in the Mexican Revolution, 1911-1914 (Journal of Latin American Studies 35, 25-51, Cambridge
University Press, 2003)
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eliminating the threat of war. This alliance is queasy at best: Carranza’s foremost objective is to keep U.S.
expansion in check, away from Mexican soil.
Some other power dynamics are more challenging to track in their evolution: for example, Villa initially
expected some U.S. support due to his friendly relations with investors. However, Woodrow Wilson’s recognition
and support towards Carranza’s claim instigated a wave of anti-Villa propaganda in U.S. press, condemning his
military methods.52 It was only after realizing that he could not expect any aid from the U.S. that Villa began his
raids on U.S. territory along the Mexican border.
In general, you can expect most foreign interests to be mostly inactive at this point: although the U.S. has
made relations with Mexico a priority, European actors have major issues of their own to deal with, being
embroiled in the Great War. Still, when taking into account the possibilities for the new Constitution, remember
that these foreign companies and investors hold great power and resources, which makes them a force to be
reckoned with. Whether this will be constructive
or disruptive is largely up to your policymaking,
within the constraints of your role. Of course,
this potential for action can cut both ways: thanks
to its wealth of natural resources (in particular
oil), Mexico is eyed by both sides of the Great
War. It is important to be careful about getting
caught in the crossfire, and to maintain national
sovereignty. If you play your cards right, you may
end up gathering some unexpected supporters!
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American political cartoon on Germany’s proposed alliance
with Mexico against the United States.

Behr, E., Pancho Villa, From Bandit to Military Dictator (El Paso Herald, December 6, 1913)
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Summary
To summarize this information, here is a table with the most significant sides currently prevailing in Mexico and
their positions on the contentious Topics of Discussion:
Social Rights Land Reform

Limit Church

Foreign Capital

Carranza

Not priority

No

Strong Yes

Yes; Protectivism

Zapata

Yes

Strong Yes

Not priority

Limit; no land

Yes

Not priority

Enmity

Moderate Yes

Strong Yes

No

P a n c h o Strong Yes
Villa
Obregón

Strong Yes

You can think of this as a table tracing what each bloc thinks of each stakeholder. Please be warned that
this table is not intended as a substitute for further research on the exact positions of each side, but, rather, as
motivation spurring you towards a more thorough understanding of the political scene. Remember, each
position is more nuanced, and it is up to you to interpret how these convictions translate into a Constitution of
wide agreement. In this process, you may also use this table as a guide for possible across-the-board alliances and
compromise solutions. By reading into how the important stakeholders are expected to deploy, you will be
prepared to successfully lobby your platform into the new Mexican Constitution!
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Questions a Resolution Paper Must
Answer
As you begin the task of planning and negotiating a comprehensive resolution that addresses areas of
great political controversy and aims to become the symbol of a successful transition between the revolution and
political change, you may find it hard to achieve concrete proposals and substantive reforms across all the most
important topics of debate. This difficulty is inherent in the nature of this committee: Mexico is just now
coming out of a period in which a national and international actors were running rampant, effectively laying
claim to the rights to land, power and development. While it would be anyone’s first intuition to attempt to
rectify all the prevalent social issues at once, we hope that this background guide has encouraged you to also
consider a more nuanced, gradual approach. Balancing the immediate demands alongside the long-term
planning that may still require action requires grounding the document into reliable economic and development
principles in order to achieve lasting impact and unify factions.
Although the stakes are historically high, as are the expectations of a populace that strongly demands a
more equitable redistribution and regulation of land and working privileges, you may not have to be radical to
achieve this radical improvement. The search for consensus in solutions extends from the members of this
committee to all the stakeholders of this debate. Indeed, part of the art of diplomacy and negotiation is to
recognize when to accept incremental reforms for the sake of greater change elsewhere, and gracefully
maneuver oneself around such barriers.
If during negotiations, an impasse is reached, delegates and factions may be forced to make concessions
and achieve more substantive change in other areas. On the one hand, accepting concessions can sometimes be
better than nothing; on the other hand, you should be wary of foregoing people’s needs for the sake of progress.
In the end, we want to achieve something, rather than nothing; you will be the ones to decide how to go about
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such a challenging goal. In any case, do keep in mind that detailed, well-researched and well-founded resolutions
are overall more helpful –even when they do not ultimately pass– than insufficiently thought-out,
underdeveloped documents.
Of the Topics for Discussion outlined above, feel free to selectively focus more on one or two aspects of
the committee during your early working papers. In particular, we encourage you to engage with sub-topics that
are most relevant to the position you have adopted; do not feel obliged to comprehensively address every single
issue in earlier working papers. The additional coverage of the topic and its possible approaches will be
completed through your committee work, wherein you will engage in diplomacy to negotiate and merge working
papers into draft resolutions. We will entertain enough stages of working papers to have as many ideas as
possible developed and incorporated, so that the final resolution is complete, well-founded and supported by a
wide majority of delegates. In addition to that, we note that draft resolutions will undergo the normal
amendment procedure, so that all delegates have the opportunity to shape and vote on each other’s ideas.
For your path towards the resolution, we are providing you with some open-ended questions that we
encourage you to consider during negotiations. This list is by no means exhaustive, and we strongly urge you to
explore the nuances of the topic through additional questions.
•

What is your opinion on the 1857 Constitution? Even if it is incomplete, do you agree with the direction
it set out for Mexico?

•

Taking into account the need for strong governments that navigate the regional scene among Mexico’s
ambitious neighbors, how can the succession of power be streamlined?

•

Is economic development through foreign investment and economic liberalism incompatible with the
independent democratic power of the Mexican government?
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•

How can landless farmers best be integrated into the economy?

•

To what extent should the Constitution dictate working conditions?

•

Given that the Mexican population is highly religious, do you plan on limiting the influence of the
Catholic Church? If so, how do you plan on preempting possible clergy-spurred public outrage?

•

Given the educational gap that Catholic Church partially covers, is it in the interest of universal
education to secularize it?
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Position Papers
Each delegate will be required to write a position paper for this committee. The position paper is an
excellent opportunity to prepare yourselves for the committee work and to crystallize your more abstract
thoughts into concrete policy suggestions. Working on it will help you understand and frame the topics being
discussed while thinking creatively about complex problems that may not have been mentioned in this guide.
Moreover, it will provide your chairs with an initial overview of how you’ll be approaching your role in this
committee, as well as present you with the very first chance to distinguish yourselves as delegates by submitting a
well-researched, informative and succinct position paper. Before starting your work on the position paper, we
strongly encourage you to begin with some additional research on some of the Topics of Discussion, on the
supplementary reading suggestions, or on the background of your positions and your views beyond the
information provided in this bulletin.
Through your position paper, your primary goal will be to provide a brief first-person introduction of
who you are (your assigned position) and of the general direction you intend the Constitution to have. This
includes both the topics discussed in this guide and any other topics/viewpoints you encounter in your research
and that you consider important and/or contentious. At this point, we strongly urge you to not hesitate in
expressing ideas contrary to those of President Carranza or other constituyentes. Remember that the
Constitutional Assembly has brought together an ideologically diverse combination of delegates with various
visions about the future of Mexico and who should all feel free to speak their minds, as they did upon rejecting
Carranza’s December 1916 Draft. Hopefully, one of your most important takeaways from this Bulletin will be
that there is no single path to progress and that this debate welcomes more radical as well as more moderate
ideas. Moreover, as we pointed out in the previous section, you should not feel obliged to cover all or even most
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of the Topics for Discussion with your position paper. Since you will have more than enough opportunities to
exchange ideas with other delegates during committee work and develop your ideas on each topic, we encourage
you to focus on some of the aspects of our committee about which you have the most to say. The same applies
to the QARMA: you can use them as pointers towards ideas you want to investigate, so you should consider
these and also feel free to choose the most relevant ones to your viewpoint. On the other hand, do outline some
of your more general ideas in broad strokes: what your key priorities in negotiations will be, in which areas you
are willing to cooperate and make concessions, which aspects you identify as contentious.
Finally, on to some more technical issues: we remind that these position papers are a representation of
your delegate’s position in the assembly, rather than a statement of your personal opinion. Position papers
should be at least one-and-a-half double-spaced US letter (8.5” x 11”) or A4 pages in size 12 Times New
Roman font, with one-inch (2.54cm) margins. Please review the guidelines on our website, haciademocracy.org
for more information.
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Closing Remarks and Research
Recommendations
Thank you so much for reading this bulletin! We hope it has given you a helpful overview of the topic
without being too tiresome or confusing. We will do everything in our power to ensure that the Mexican
Constitution of 1917 is a formative educational and interpersonal experience that inspires you to learn more
about the development of Latin American politics and about social revolutions and policies in general.
To supplement your research, we recommend looking into the theory of social policies, the various
approaches to handling foreign ownership, and the history of the separation or Church and State, to name a few
of the focal points of examination for our committee. It would also be useful to look more in depth into the
history of Mexico in order to gain additional insights about the public sentiment, as well as potential threats to
post-revolutionary stability. In your research, be on the lookout for creative solutions that the original delegates
might have overlooked in their pursuit of lofty ideals. This process will be reflected by our work in the
committee: you can expect to switch back and forth between debating overarching concepts of economic or
political theory and mobilizing political reform through actionable clauses. We hope that you will take the guide
as a starting point for further research to formulate your own beliefs and policies. Our ultimate goal in running
this committee is to hopefully learn more about the constant vigilance required to protect democracy.
In reading this bulletin, we hope you’ve come to appreciate the complex mechanism in which Mexico
found itself more than a hundred years ago, and in many ways still struggles with, and the historical opportunity
that this constitutional challenge presents, rendering you pioneers in consolidating the gains of this social
revolution. Do not be misled by the term “historical committee”: although the politics you will be debating took
place at the beginning of the 20th century, it is just as important today, with similar conundrums arising
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constantly in an equally meaningful, if more subtle, manner. If there is a single most important takeaway from
this bulletin, it is the universality of the exciting debate that you will participate in a few months from now!
While you are debating in a Mexican context, keep an open mind about how the new insights you will gain
apply to your home country and to Latin America’s position in the world stage.
In writing this bulletin, we acknowledge that some of you are likely seasoned veterans of simulations like
this one, excited to debate another topic and navigate another committee, while others might be completely new
to model conferences or feel as though you are not as skilled as others. We have been there, and, believe us, we
understand. Regardless of your experience or confidence, we want to emphasize that above all, HACIA – and
this committee in particular – is an unparalleled opportunity to grow as orators, negotiators, leaders, and as
citizens. It is an experience of being educated by your peers but also educating them with your unique
perspective; of defining your presence in the way that most aptly suits you. No matter your place in this
spectrum, do participate in debate and ensure that all voices are heard; we all have much to learn from each
other. Alongside exploring new or old interests, you will be able to forge lifelong international friendships
through this conference. Please, above all, enjoy yourself, and don’t stress.
Remember, we are well aware of the variety of backgrounds that each delegate is coming from and of
the difficulties you may encounter when preparing for the committee and garnering support for your ideas. By
nature, these issues are notoriously difficult to solve; as history has shown, there are no easy answers, and many
pitfalls await along the way. We want you to know that we stand by you, each step of this way, to aid and support
you through this committee. In the same way that the original Constitution of 1917 has been inspirational for
many generations, you can also draw strength from the historical gravitas of this topic and deliver together a
promising, durable solution. In these closing words, we encourage you to be ambitious, creative and passionate
heading into your preparation for the conference and within the committee itself.
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In the meantime, if you have any questions, concerns or comments about this committee or HACIA in
general, please reach out to me.
- Ines de la Morena
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